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                                                                       CASE 1 
                                                          OFFICE AFFAIR 
 

 

Q)   Should Donald take Bernadette’s advice and turn a blind eye to the situation, or 

should be intervene? 

 

ANS)  Donald shouldn’t turn blind eye to situation because if does not matter that they had relation from 

the now on or had from the past. One should have to separate their practical life and private life. They 

should have to concentrate on their work while I’m company times. Donald should asked or warn them 

politely as their relationship had wrong impact on company.  

 

                                                          

 

                                                                       CASE 2    
                                                       THE SUPERVISOR’S CHOICE 

 

 Q)   What should malou do? 

 

ANS)   As this is a clear case of favoritism and opposition of merit. But as the letter was given by the 

direct superior, rejecting it can have impact on Malou’s job. Malou should politely and privately ask her 

superior that this candidate is not perfect for these criteria and on merit list, so she can’t approve her, as 

the rules are same for everyone. 

 

 

 

                                                                    CASE 3     
                                          GIFTS FROM THE BOSS, S FRIEND 
 

 

Q)   Should Kelly do anything about this? If so, what? 

 

ANS)    As the company ethics are equal for all and as a matter of fact the company boss is not following 

the policies, As the employee of the company Kelly should warmly asked the boss about bottles and his 

expense reports because if boss is not fit on the rules of company other employees will also don’t follow 

them. If she speaks with manners and warmly her boss cannot resist her statement. 



 

 

 

                                                       CASE 4 

                                      FALSIFYING ATTENDANCE 

 

 

Q)    Has Jason done anything wrong? 

 

ANS)   Though he made an effort to be on time there but late just because to fulfil the order of boss but 

still don’t make it on time. It’s not his fault but rules are rules for everyone. He shouldn’t have edited the 

timestamp on his attendance because if he did this mistake correct this time it won’t be difficult for him to 

make big decision for the next time. If he had made an edit he had done something too much wrong for 

his upcoming future. 


